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Toward a Latina Theological Anthropology
Michelle A, Gonzalaz
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley
To answer the questions ”What does it mean to be human?” and,
more specifically, ”What does it mean to be created in the image ofGod?” from a US Hispanic / Latina‘ perspective is to directly engage
the contexts of Hispanics in the United States. Plurality characterizes
this reality United States Latina / 05 are a diverse population, not onlyin their race and countries of origin, but alSo in their class and ethnic
identification Therefore, a static definition of what it means to he a
Latina / o is difficult to elaborate, and consequently portrays a false and
often lacking synthesis of the fluid and varied realities of Latino/a
peoples. United States Hispanic theology has often used the terms
mesiiza/e/mulatez to foreground this biological, racial, historical, and
cultural mixing that speaks of who we are and how we came to be as
peoples,2
In this essay l explore Latina sources and methods that inform a
Latina theological anthropology My task is three'foldr I begin with an
overview of some sources and methodological themes that currentlyinform present day Latina theology Second, 1 demonstrate how Argei -
tineanobom philosopher Maria Lugones offers some critical insights
that contribute to a philosophical foundation for Latina theological
projects Last, I consider the person and the scholarship of Sor Juana
‘ As 1 find the terms Latina/o, Latino/a, Hispanic, and US. Hispanic to he
used in scholarship and in my own daily usage, i will be using the terms inter-
changeably throughout this work I tend to prefer the term Latina/o over Latino/a
in order to privilege the presonce and voices of Latinas, who are often ignored in the
common use of Latino to determine a collective group of Latina/03,
‘Meslizajc/mulalezis a central theological calegor found in (he work of many
ol the major voices in Latina/o theology, Sec Virgilil /,()1’1Ll(),The Futtm? ls Mrstlzo:
Life Where Cultures Meet (Bloomington, ind: Meyer Stone Books, l988); Roberto S,
Goizueta, Camiiwnms con 1mm; lliwm'd n Hispanitutirw 'Huiulogyly'Act‘ompI/mimcizl(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1995); Andres Gr Guerrero, A Chicano Thvm'ogy(Maryknoll, N,Y.: Orbis Books, 1987); Ada Maria l ' [a Lucius/In the
Struggle: Elaboratinga Mtl/m'istlzleolqw (Minneapolis \ 1993).
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lnés de la Cruz as a historical resource for contemporary systematic
theology, especially compatible with the current growing body of
Latina and Latino theologies. l have chosen to alter the chronological
order of my sources, beginning with the twentieth century and then
traveling back in time to Sor Juana, This methodological choice is in
tentional, Sor Juana has yet to be a resource or conversation partner for
contemporary Latina theology Beginning with Sor Juana, I find, would
imply a certain continuity or established engagement of her work by
contemporary scholars,’ This is in fact not the case. A major thrust in
this paper is in fact to emphasize the need for contemporary Latina the-
ology to address historical sources and historical theology Such an ef-
fort would deepen the theological contribution of Latina scholars in the
areas of both systematic and historical theology,
For this particular project l have chosen to limit my main sources to
the scholarship of Latinas The hermeneutical privilege l give to Latina
voices is a methodological characteristic that decidedly marks Latina
theology. Also, 1 have found scholarship that critically engages and
analyzes Latina theology is scarce. A vital aspect of our theological con-
tributions must be the growth and development of our thought en am-
jrmtr). Last and more practically, this essay is limited by both time and
space. While it will be necessary to engage the findings of my work
within the larger Christian theological tradition, such an endeavor is
larger than the scope of this piece.
Latina F‘emiliist/Mujerista leologics
My examination of Latina theological voices will be brief, and con»
sequently falls in danger of misrepresentation and unintentional gener-
alizations My objective, is not to present the entire theological projects
of thos , ted, but instead to highlight the various methods and themes
found in Latina theologies that contribute toward a Latina theological
anthropology The weight of this section is an assessment of the two
most widely recognized and cited Latina theologians, Maria l‘ilar
Aquino and Ada Maria lsasi‘Diaz. Since these two figures have not
only published extensively, but also offer very distinct theological con-
tributions, I have opted to emphasize their work. There is a danger in
this, however, for due to prominence of Aquino and lsasioDiaz’s schol.
arship, the theological contributions of other Latina theologians are
JGloria Loya is the only Latina theologian who has written on Sor Juana as a
theological interlocutor for Latino/ a theology. See Gloria Loya, ”Considering the
Soiircos/l‘wntcs for a Hispanic Feminist Theology,” TheologyToday 54:4 (January
W98) 490 8,
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often overlooked This simplifies the complexity and the plurality of
Latinas theological production. I therefore include a briefer account of
Daisy Machado’s work. Though she is a Church historian, I hold that
Machado’s work, especially on neprmtlu and the borderlands, offers a
significant contribution for Latina theological anthropology,
Maria Pilar Aquino’s groundbreaking book, Our Cry for Life: Fermi
m’st '1”havingfrom Latin America, is an exploration of the historical mar.
ginalization of Latin American women from both systematic theology
and the Church.4 Building on the work of Latin American theologians,
Aquino examines the features of theology done by women in Latin
America, with special emphasis on women’s experiences of oppression
and liberation A theology emerging from such a context, Aquino em-
phasizes, cannot be removed from the concrete reality of suffering,
struggle, and liberation Aquino sees her work as "an attempt to grasp
the rc-creating work of the Spirit that activates the strength, word,
memory, and liberating struggles of women.”5 While building on the
work of liberation theologians, Aquino is critical of the exclusion of the
historical and spiritual struggles of women within that discourse, The
inclusion of women’s voices will reveal the androcentrism of liberation
theology, and involve women in the production of knowledge, calling
liberation theology to expand its hermeneutics, epistemology, and so-
cial analysis, ”This is not just a change of language, but also a change in
liberation theology's epistemologicalhorizon,”b
There are three areas I wish to briefly highlight in Aquino’s book,
for they offer significant contributions to a Latina theological anv
thropology. The rst is her use of lo colidizmo, or daily life. The inclusion
of daily life as crucial to theology contests a dichotomous understand-
ing of the public and private that seeks to segregate lo cotidiario into the
irrelevant sphere of private life Aquino writes, “Although it is often
regarded as autonomous, daily life is in fact at the center of history, in-
vading all aspects of life.”7 Daily life is seen both as an analytic cate-
gory and point of departure for Aquino’s work. A second feature I wi.
to highlight is the primacy ofdcsire in Aquino/s work, Citing the work of
Maria Clara Bingemer, Aquino emphasizes that the primacy of desire
must be incorporated into theology, for purely rational concepts are
insufficient in accounting for experience. This affects both the method
and form of theology. "The language of poetry, play, and symbol
becomes an appropriate way of expressing the understanding and
‘ Maria Pllar Aquino, Ow Cry/fur Ufa: Feminist Tlmllogyfnmz Latin America
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wisdom of the faith, because it is the means of expressing the human
person/s deepest and most genuine aspirations and desires,”8 The priv
macy of dos e refutes what Aquino and Bingemer name as the reduc-
tionistic primacy of rationality in systematic theology, A primacy of
desire seeks to uncover the spirituality of oppressed peoples, while
also expanding the Sources and language of theology.
The locus of iheologi dl anthropology is the third and last area of
Our Cl’l/ftll'1ch i wish to foreground A foundational tenet in Aquino/5
work is the indebtedness of theology to anthropology,” Using a feminist
hermeneutic, Aquino strives to overcome the dualistic and androcen-
tric anthropologies of Augustine and Aquinas, seeking an anthropol-
ogy that does not deny the full humanity of women, Building on the
work of lvone (Ichara and Maria Clara Bingemer, she instead offers an
egalitarian anthropology that rejects a paradigm of domination and
snhordinanco.m This is a human-centered and unitarian anthropology,
situating both men and women at the center of history, overcoming a
gendered dualistic framework Over against an idealist anthropology,
Aquino outlines a realist position that takes history and its struggles se-
riously, Lastly, this is multidimensional anthropology that accounts
for the diversity of humanity.
in her 0 v “The Collective ’l)‘ *overy’ of Our Own Power,”
Aquino offers a clear hermeneutics of suspicion and retrieval that high—
lights hoth the historical margina tion of Latinas and methodologi'
cal gestures {or recovering their voii es. “ The methodological principle
dominating this 9 y is the “Lin-covery” and consequent ”recovery” of
the suppressed traditions of Latina Americans, where the paradigm of
oppression is found in the Spanish Conquest of the Americas,
v‘
The great liuropean invasions did not dorm/yr but rather cavern] whole
peoples, religious, and cultures and explicitly tried to take away from the
natives the Sources of their own historical memory and their own
power. _ . . We seek to uncover the truth and bring to light our collective
will to choose a different path,”
V ”Chairete:
"
lhid, llli l [ere Aquino is; building on Maria Clara Bingomer’ .
ica BrtzsilrimAlegrai-vos a mulhcr no iiiluro da tcologia da libercz’io," Rezizsta Erie
48:!91 (1088) 565-87,
V lbid., 82,
”See lvone Ucham and Maria (lard Bingenwr, Mary, Motlm ofCuid, Motlm of
the Poor (Maryknoll, NY; (Vi-l Is Books, 1089).
" Maria l’ilar Aquino,
“ [ho Collective ’l)is—covery’ oi Our Own Power," HIS—
;ant/lutiaio 171430103 llil‘ll:{t7rll1tl[’mriiisc, oil. Ada Maria lsasi'maz and Fernando
St lovia (Minneapolis. l‘oi'tress l’mss, 199(3)240-58.
”lbidv 24! /2.
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This is a subversive principle, challenging traditional interpretations of
the Conquest
Ada Maria lsasi-Diaz’s irzitjcrz'smtheology offers a theological con»
tribution emerging from an ethical context. Hm“ method is character-
ized by meta-ethnography, and her work very much emerges from
analysis from a small, particular group of Latinas with which she is in
conversation.” From her earliest collahorative work with Yolanda
Tarrango, Isasi—Diaz has emphasized the activist orientation of her
work, thus blurring the distinction between ethics and systematic the-
ologyrM in her second book, En la Lucille/Iii the Struggle, lsas Diaz
moves to define her work as explicitly named llllt/‘(Wltv‘llliAs defined by
lsasi»Diaz, ”A mujcrism is a Latina woman who makes a preferential
option for herself and her Hispanic signers, understanding that our
struggle for liberation has to take into account how racism/ethnic
prejudice, economic oppression, and sexism work together and rein-
force each other”; Milierism theology understands ethics as social
ethics, and this is based on the centrality of community in Latino/a cul—
ture. The emphasis on the communal, social dimension leads lsasi-Diaz
to assert, "Mizjcristas denounce the split between the personal and
the political as a false dichotomy used often to oppress Hispanic
Womeni’m'
'l'urning to Isasi-Diziz’s explicit work in the area of theological an-
thropology, in her essay "Elements of a Mil/wish; Anthropology,” she
holds three phrases as critical to elaborating, imijvrisi/i anthropology: In
India, permitanw Izablar, and {a irommzidad/la fumiim, ' These are not the
only sources, nor are they necessarily exclusive to l,.atinas, However,
“these phrases offer a valid starting point for an anthropological explo-
ration of Latinas/”t To speak of these three phrases is to offer an arena
for Latinas' theological contributions: Latinas’ daily lives (In ii’iitidianu),
their contributive voices, and their relational conception of selfhood, Liz
cotidimm, in Isasi—Di’az’s work, is both a source and a framework for
mujerisla theology “Besides its descriptive and hermeneutical task,
militarism theology appropriates lo catidimio as an epistemological
”See lsasiADiaz, El? Ia Lul‘hd, ch, 3,
“Ada Maria Isas‘ Di I and Yolanda Ta rango, l-lispmiir Woman: Pmplwlic WM 121




iaz, En la Liiclm, ‘l,
V” Ada Maria [sasi‘DiaL ”Elements old Muierisia Anthropology,” Major 1312,»
(How: A Tlieolugyfor tlir Turntyrlrlirsi Century (Marylcnoll, i\. 19%)
129. These phrases are, translatec : ”the struggle,” ”allow me to speak,” and “the
community / family.”
“lhid.,129.
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framework of our theological enterprise,“9 Claiming lo Clilidiano thus
has epistemological implications for theology, by foregrounding Lati-
nas’ ways of understanding. Also, the emphasis on la t‘oliditmo in lsasi-
Dia 5 work is a direct rejection of the public'private dichotomy. In her
milierlsla theology I find lsasi-Diaz's emphasis on the communal di-
mension of Latina anthropology also fruitful. "Familia/corriunidad for
Latina/o5 does not subsume the person but rather emphasizes that the
person is constituted by this entity and that the individual person and
the community have a dialogic relationship through which the person
reflects thefamilia/L'omunld(ld.”2“ The emphasis on family and com.
rnunity also reinforces the aboveornentioned challenge to the public-
private dichotomy
A theme pervasive in lsasi-Diaz’s work is mastizaje/mulalez, and
more frequently articulated, difference, in her more recent writings,
lsasi-Dia stres es the need for us to examine difference in a non-
essentialist way in this section one finds the beginnings of a philosoph'
ical framework for her understanding of difference.
This means that differences are not it rily contradictory nor do they
necessarily exclude each other. In most differences there are still elements
of sameness or at least likenes. ii is precisely those elements of sameness
or likeness that make dialogue possible, (or no matter how small they
are, they make empathy and a common search possible, These points of
sameness or likeness make it possible, tor us to overcome the feeling of
being threatened by what we perceive as different.“
in this rather lengthy quote, Isasi-Diaz touches on some key points
1 would like to highlight. First of all, dilterence here is seen as neither
negative nor ultimate. Often we recoil from that which is different.
lsdsi-l)iaz, however, asks us to enter within differences in order to dia«
logue. To dialogue is to open oneself up to others’ opinions, to new
possibilities, It is to realize that there exist similarities even within dits
ferences Dialogue also means to acknowledge the context, limitations,
and relativity of one’s position,
Church historian Daisy Machado is the last Latina theologian that
wl examine in this section, and she is also the only Protestant voice.“
l“Ada Maria is ai'l’Jiaz, ”MujlzriallzTheology: AChallenge to Traditional Theol-
ogy,” Mil/mist“ Theology,68.
"llsasi—llia7, ”Elements," l~’l3.
3‘ Ada Marni isasi~Diaz, ”Doing Theology as Mission,” Apzmtes 18:4 (Winter
1998) 102.
2’ This unintentional emphasis on Roman Catholic theological contributions is
due, in part, to the extremely small number of Protestant latinas currently engaged
in theological scholarship.
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Machado has addressed difference and plurality in her scholarship,
and it is to this piece that i turn For Machado, the borderlands is a cate-
gory for examining Latina Church history and identity.
The Borderlands are a geographical reality that one can find on a map,
but they are also a lot more than that. The US, Borderlands are that place
where Latinas and Latinos live, struggle, love, ght, and strive to define
who they are in the midst of a society that has for centuries kept them an
invisible mass, a footnote in the homogenizing historical process of an
entire nation.23
The border is a liminal space, where Latino/as simultaneously partici-
pate in and are marginalized by dominant North American society By
expanding her notion of the border beyond a geographic understand-
ing, the border becomes a hemieneutical lens for viewing the uidity of
Latina / 0 identity
Building on the work of essayist Pat Mora, Machado introduces the
category of nepuntla, the Nahuatl word for ”place in the middle,” into
her theological writings“ Machado writes, "Mora tries to put into
words what it is like to live in that ’place in the middle,’ that place so
familiar to millions of Latinos and Latinas who live there.”5 It is in
nepantla that Latina/es live, labor, and search for identity. Nepantla
speaks to the both/and, in-between-ness, difference and mestizaje/
mulalez of Latino/as. Like the borderlands, lwpzzntlu emphasizes the
elasticity of Latino/ a identity.
Before moving to the work of Maria Lugones, let us momentarily
pause to assess the landscape of our above-cited Latina theologians
Both Aquino and lsasi~Diaz emphasize lo coildimio in their writing,
specifically in light of a need to refute the privatization of women's
lives and as an epistemological category. Unlike Machado, Aquino and
Isasziaz also are explicitly elaborating a feminist theology, in conver-
sation with Anglo North American and Latin American liberation the-
ologies. Isasi-Diaz is the only one of the three using the name mujerism
in her work.” lsasi-Diaz’s writings on mcstizuje/nmlmez,difference, and
3‘ Daisy Machado, "Kingdom Building, in the Borderlands: The Church and
Manifest Destiny,” Hispanic/Latino Theology Challenge and 13mm 4», ed, Ada Maria
lsasi’Diaz and Fernando Segovia (Minneapolis. Fortress Press. 1996) till
“Miichado is not the sole Latino/a theologian using the notion of m‘pimtlls,
though she is the Sole Latina who has published work on this theme. See Rudy
Busto, “The Predicament of Nope/121:1:Chicane/o Religions in the let C entury,” Per-
spectivas 1 (Fall 1998) 74.1.
‘75 livid, (13.
”See Maria Pilar Aquino, ”Latin American Feminist ‘l‘heology/ [om'ml oil-mm!
mist Studies in Religion I4 (1998) 89407; and Daisy Machado, "Roundtabie Di,
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comm unity, Muchado’s on the borderlands and nepantla, both highlight
the plurality and fluidity of Latino/a identity. With regards to this
essay, two features of Aquino's work figure prominently. First, in her
work on the primacy of desire we find an aesthetic impulse, one that
resonates with a recovery of Sor juana’s theological contribution. Sec-
ond, as perhaps the most "systematic" of the three, Aquino addresses
the loci of theological anthropology, concept of God, ecclesiology,
Mariology, pneumatology, and theological method in Our Cry for Life.
Her work is thus more explicitly in conversation with the larger body
of systematic theology.
A Latina I’hi/osimhicralContribution
In his recently published monograph, La Cosrcha; I'larvesting C0714
temporary United States H ispanic 'I‘hmlogy(79724 998), Eduardo Ferniin-
dez concludes with various future directions he sees for Latina/o
theology” One such direction is the need for Latino / a theology to ad
dress the philosophical realities underlying its assertions, for it can fall
into the danger of lacking theoretical depth.“ Interestingly enough,
Ada Maria lsasi-Diaz, in her foreword to Femiindez’s book, refutes this
claim. She writes, ”l‘lispanic/ Latino theology’s insistence on the im-
portance of our people’s lived experience and lo catidimzo is not indica-
tive of any luck of theoretical depth but rather contributes to the
reformulation of what constitutes a theory. ”w I am in agreement with
both Fernandez and lsasivDiaz’s assertions With lsasi-Diaz, I find a
transformation of both our understanding and use of theory within
Latino / a theology. However, echoing Ilernéndez’s concern, it has not
been explicitly and sufficiently elaborated. This is not to diminish the
existing scholarship?“ However, more work needs to be done.
With this in mind, we turn to the work of Maria Lugonesi While
Maria Lugones is not the sole Latina engaging the issues of difference
and plurality, I find her work to be especially engaging for Latina theo-
Mu/e. a. ho We Are and What We Are About," Ionrnal of Feminist Studies in Reli-
gion 8 H992) ltlS-Z. in these articles, both authors contest the term mujerista,
2’ Eduardo (1 Fernéndez, l/i Coselrha: Harvesting Contemporary United States His
panic Theology( 19724998) (Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 2000),
“lbidq Wit
1’ lsasi-Diaz, foreword, in ibid,, xiii,
3"Aleiandro Carrie -Rivera, Roberto Goizueta, and Maria l’ilar Aquino are ex—
‘ f such work. See especially Maria l’ilar Aquino, ”Theological Method in
.t tlno / a 'l‘heology: Toward an intercultural Theology for the Third Millenv
niuin,” Franz Ilm Hem! ome Pi’plt}:(mine/a Explorations in Catholic Systematic17x90!-
ogi , ed, Orlando 0. Espin and Miguel ll. Dinz (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1999)
6—48,
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logians. Writing as a bicultural woman, we shall see that many of
Maria Lugones’s insights both resonate and affirm the insights of
Latina theologians, Her work provides a philosophical foundation for
the work of Latina theologians In her writing, Lugones treats the
themes of difference, subjectivity, relationality, and fluidity While Ada
Maria lsasivDiaz is the sole theologian mentioned above that has been
directly inuenced by Lugones’s work, I find ingones to be an insight—
ful interlocutor for Latina theology The two areas that I examine in this
section are Lugones's concept of subjectivity and her notion of world—
traveling.
I am giving up the claim that the subject is unified. Instead 1 am under-
standing each person as many In giving up the unified self, l am guided
by the experience of bicultural people who are also victims of ethnocen‘
tric racism in a society that has one of those cultures as subordinate and
the other as dominant-"t
Lugones begins her 9‘ ay ”Structure/ Antistructure and Agency
Under Oppression" by criti Zing oppression theory for identifying the
oppressed in a situation in which liberation is seen as practically im-
possible. This is based on the identity of the oppressed solely as op—
pressed. To understand the oppressed in this manner is to reduce the
entirety of their existence to a state of oppression, ‘I'he oppressed need
to transcend their state of oppression in the very construction of their
identity Lugones’s vital point is demonstrating the erasure of agency if
we are to simplify peoples based solely on one aspect of their identities.
For Latina theologians, this is a reminder to not solely reduce the expe.
riences and contexts of Latinas to one of suffering and marginalization.
Lugones also reminds us to remember the complexity of the current
US. Latino/a population, which varies in race, class, sexuality, and
ethnicity.
As an alternative to the unified subject, Lugones offers what she
calls the limen as an alternative understanding of subjectivity.
The limen is the place where one becomes most fully aware of one’s
multiplicity. My sense is that one of the factors that makes oppress n
inescapable in many theories that portray oppression as inescapable is
the inability to form liberatory syllogisms in the world of the oppressor,
given the logic of oppression, lt is also my sense that the limen is a place
where one can form liberatory syllogismsi . i , So, the connection be-
tween the practical syllogism, ontological plurality, and liberatory op-
pression theory resides in the fact that the oppressed know themselves in
Maria Lugones, "Structure/Antistructure and Agency Under Oppression,”
Journal of PhilosophyBl (1990) 503,
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realities in which they are able to form intentions that are not among the
alternatives that are possible in the world in which they are brutalized
and oppressed.”
Lugone sees the concept of liminality, read through the scholarship of
Victor Turner, as a liberatory space” it is a space that lacks structure
and hierarchy The limen, as the space (in the metaphorical sense) where
one experiences oneself as multiple and in—between or both/and,
threatens a hegemonic, unitary metaphysical system,“ In dis-unifying
the traditional Western subject Lugones is challenging not only tradi.
tional subjectivity, but also its consequent anthropology. Here we find
echoes of Machado/s writings on nepmttln and the borderlands, as well
as lsasi-Diaz's discussions of difference.
In “Purity, Impurity, and Separation,” Lugones examines the con~
nections betwe 4n separation and purity. In a society where unity and
purity are idealized, the liminality of mestim/mulnto peoples is seen as
impure. To affirm them is therefore an act of subversion. ”Asl uncover
a connection between impurity and resistance, my Latina imagination
moves from resistance to mestizaje, I think of mestizaje as an example
of and a metaphor for both impurity and resistance."35 In the homo-
geneity of dominant culture, only the invisible, dominant culture is
acceptable. Minority peoples are thus visible in their deviance from the
norm. This unified reality implies the construction of a subject who has
the vista of this unity. This in turn creates an ahistorical, abstract sub»
ject, with a one~dimensional privileged perspective "If we assume that
the world of people and things is unified, then we can conceive of a
33’ lbid, 5046.
“Victor Turner, Dramas, Fields um! Metaphors: SymbolicAction in Hmnom Society
(New York: Cornell University Press, 1974) 237: ”Thus, for me, liminality represents
the midpoint of transition in a stun sequence between two positions, outs er-
hood refers to actions and relationshi s which do not flow from a recognized social
status but originate outside it, while lowermost status refers to the lowest rung in a
system of social stratification in which unequal rewards are accorded to function-
ally differentiated positions.” In Turner’s work, liminality denotes the threshold or
middle period of rites. A limirmr is one who is in between. For Turner, it is the space
where community emerges. Also, the, Iirnen is a space that exists because of the very
structures that surround it The infirm/o, however, in Turner's analysis, would not
be considered a liminur, tor the limimzr is in a transitory state of betwixt-ness, while
ethnically mixed peoples are in a perpetual state of ambiguity. It is at this point that
he and Lugones diverge, for she directly applies liminality to the experience of vic-
tims oi ethnocentrism, whose realities are characterized as moving in different
worlds constantly.
“ Lugones, ”Structure,” 506.
35Maria Lugones, “Purity, Impurity, and Separation," Signs:loumul of Women in
Culture mid Society19:2 (1994) 4587—9.
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vantage point from which its unity can be grasped/”l" This abstract,
ideal subject must be unified and pure (able to see. the unity within the
multiplicity) and has historically been seen as male. The purity of this
subject is demonstrated in his ability to step outside and transcend the
multiplicity. For this purpose, he must reject his particularity and em-
bodiment, and instead become a ”postcultu ml” or "culturally transpar-
ent” individual.37
Dis-unity, liminality, plurality, and heterogeneity are Lugones’s
alternative vision of the self / subject. The second major concept in her
work that I would like to examine is her notion of world traveling.
Worlds vary in size and construction. For Lugones,
A ”world” has to be presently inhabited by flesh and blood people. That
is why it cannot be a utopia. It may also be inhabited by some imaginary
people. it may be inhabited by people who are dead or people that the
inhabitants of this “world” met in some other "world" and now have in
this ”world” in imagination,“
Worlds are the different realities/Contexts in which we live and
shape our identity. One can be in more than one "world" at the same
time, belong to different worlds, travel between worlds. "World travel'
ing,” therefore, is our movement between the various contexts that we
enter into or have imposed upon our lives.
In an interesting twist, Lugones acknowledges that as an alterna~
tive ontology, her proposal is and should be challenging.
in describing a ”world” i mean to be offering a description of experience,
something that is true to experience even if it is ontologically problem-
atic, Though I would think that any account of identity that could not be
true to this experience of outsiders to the mainstream would be faulty
even if ontologically unproblemalic.“
Lugones joins various peoples on the margins trying to express in
their scholarship that the dominant way of understanding the world is
not necessarily the best way or the only way. For those who have suf-
fered injustices based on traditional dominant worldviews, it is in fact
the wrong way. Obviously, therefore, an ontology from the underside,
"’ lbid., 465.
37 lbid., 466.
4" Maria Lugones, “Playrulness, ’World’»’l‘mvelin;.:, and loving Perception,”
Making Face, Making Souk-llaciendo Caress
‘
mtive rind Critical Perspectives by
Women ofColvr, ed. Gloria Anznldua (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Foundation Books,
1990) 395.
3"Ibid, 396.
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as Lugones proposes, will be difficult to ears shaped and schooled by
dominant discour. s
For US. minorities, this notion of world traveling, l contend, rings
true. We constantly spend our lives living in the world of the dominant
culture, while the insiders of the mainstream can avoid our worlds
quite easily. As bi~cultural and poly-cultural peoples, Latina / 05 offer a
view of the sell that is polymorphous, constantly adjusting to the vario
ous worlds we enter and inhabit. "I am both and that I am different
persons in ‘different’ worlds and can remember myself in both as I am
in the other. I am a plurality oi selves.”*<‘ The way in which we experio
once ourselves within a world depends on our position of value or
power within that world.
This notion of world, however, is not only descriptive; “world”
traveling is Lugones/s suggestion {or a way of being in the world.
The reason I think that traveling to someone’s ”world” is a way of identi-
fying with them is because by traveling to their “ world ” we can under-
stand what it is to be them and what it is to by ourselves in their eyes. Only
when we have traveled to each others ”worlds" are we fully subjects to
each other.“
l,.ugones is suggesting, like lsasilhaz, a very relational way of being
with each other. We need to know each other in our proper contexts.
We need to enter “worlds" foreign to us and enter spaces where the
”other" subject. In my treatment of the third component of this essay,
Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, I invite us to enter a world and a voice that I
have “discovered” recently, along with others, as a vital theological re-
source.“ My examination of Sor Juana will consist of two parts: I begin
with an overview of her life; I follow this with a brief examination of
her most theological text, the allegorical drama El Divino Narciso (The
Divine Narcissus), raising pertinent themes for a Latina theological
anthropology.
Una Voz dc Nap/2min
Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, the seventeenth-century nun from New
Spain, may not have aided in the founding of a philosophical or theo—
logical system, but her voice speaks of the birth of a people. She offers
“7 livid, 399.
4‘ lbid., 4m.
’1 Pamela Kirk SW [Harm lnés de la Cruz: Religion,Art, and Feminism (New York:
Continuum, 1998), and George 'l‘avard, Juana lm’fs de [11 Cruz and the Theology of
Beauty; The First Mexican Theology (Notre Dame, ind; University of Notre Dame
Press, 1991}.
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us a different way of viewing things. I am not alone in my contention.
Gloria Loya, in her essay on sources for a Hispanic feminist theology,
writes, ”She is a source [firente for theology because through her work
she examined and expressed her religious concerns and theological
understandingsw Long praised for her literary genius, it is only re»
cenzly that Sor Juana the theologian has been a subject of study. Beatriz
Melano Couch writes, ”Scholars who have studied Sor Juana speak of
her greatness as a literary figure, philosopher, and woman of science.
My study of her works has brought me to the conclusion that she was
also a theologian: indeed, the first woman theologian in all the Ameri‘
cas."4" George Tavard, in his book on Sor Juana, describes her work as
the first Mexican theology.
In 165] a young girl named lnés de Asbaje y $antillana was born in
the town of Nepantla, Mexico. it is ironic and telling that lines entered
this world in this "land in the middle,” for it is in nepanfla that she
spent most of her life, struggling within the tenstons, contradictions,
and paradoxes of her culture, her Church, and her vocation. Around
the age of thirteen Sor Juana went to live in the court of the Viceroy of
Mexico as a lady‘in waiting. A few years later, Sor Juana took the veil in
the order of St. Jerome. Sor Juana’s time in the convent was focused pri-
marily on study and writing. in this time she produced a vast corpus,
primarily poetry and drama written for commission Sor Juana’s work
was widely circulated and publicly read both in Spain and colonial
Mexico. Three volumes of her work were published in Spain, one
posthumously. In l690, Sor Juana’s theological critique of a prominent
Jesuit’s sermon was circulated without her authorization, under the
title Carla atenago’rica.She wrote her response to this publication, ReA
spurstn a SOY Filirtea, the following year. Two years after the Writing of
the respiiesla, Sor Juana renormced her public life. Two years later, Sor
Juana died in the convent.
The allegorical drama El Divino Narciso is considered Sor Juana’s
most theological work. Weaving classical mythology, medieval theol-
ogy, and scriptural passages, this play is the culmination of Sor Juana’s
dramatic and theological genius. An allegorical drama is a play per«
formed during, the feast of Corpus Christi. Often, Greek mythology
was used in Spanish dramas in the ”Siglo de Oro” (sixteenth through
seventeenth centuries). The plays were used as catechisms to educate
Catholics and fortify their beliefs. The allegorical drama was specifi-
cally to "praise and glorify” the Eucharist. They always ended with the
‘3 Loya, ”Considering the Sources,” 4956.
“Beatriz Melano Couch, ”Sor Juana lnés cle la Cruz: The First Woman Theolo~
gian in the Americas,” The Church and Women in the Third World, ed. John C. B. and
Ellen Low Webster (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, F985) 54.
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triumph of the Eucharist over the misery of life. Sor Juana authored
three allegorical dramas or autog-sacramentales.”s All of Sor Juana’s al-
legorical dramas are preceded by Ions. As dened by Octavio Pair in his
monumental study of the lite and work of Sor Juana, a lad is ”a brief
theatrical piece played as prologue to a principal play ”4" in describing
these [OHS Pamela Kirk, in her recent book on Sor Juana, writes:
All three of the one-act plays with which Sor Juana prefaccs her sacra~
mental dramas are designed to point up the limits of the "discussion of
the schools" in theological debate and to plead gracefully for drama as a
more appropriate form for the communication of theological truths than
rational discourse because of the very nature of “divine things.”7
As Kirk highlights, through the very form or expression of this work
Sor Juana offers a critical contribution to theological method, forcing us
today to question what one considers theology.“ in Sor Juana's era, reli-
gious drama was considered theological. Thus Sor Juana was doing
theology in her dramatic pieces. Through the play, Sor Juana develops
anthropological, chrislological, soteriological, and Marian insights.
El Diving Narciso is inspired by the tale of Echo and Narcissus
While the mythological story of Echo and Narcis ‘ ‘ is foundational in
Sor Juana's play, it also has several other layers which demonstrate the
complexity of her plot. As Octavio Paz notes:
In addition to Ovid and countless poems on the theme, Sor Juana was di-
rectly inspired by a mythological play of Calderon’s, [Ir‘o y Narciso. . . .
She also adopted from the Vulgate several fragments from the Song of
Songs and others from Jeremiah, as well as the passage from the gospel
of Matthew relating Jcsus’ temptation on the mountain (418—11).The final
“1:! Uimmi Narciso, El mzirtir do! Sacramento: San llerirwmgildo, and El cello lie
lose.
l’az, Sm“ 11mm or, the Trapsofli'aitlz (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard Uni-
versity l , 1988) SB.
‘7 Kirk, Sur Imma, 38.
“The first major Shift in theology occurred between the patristic era and
Scholasticism. For the Church Fathers, theology consisted primarily of scriptural
studio . Heavily inuenced by Platonic rind Neoplatonic thought, patristic theology
had a very spiritual and contemplative dimension. With Scholasticism, we find a
turn to Aristotle, though with strains of Platonic philosophy remaining. Theology
becomes transformed profoundly from a spiritual discourse to a rational d’
~cipline.
In the modern era, we can see the fruits f this in the current division of spirihiality
and theology within academic studies. Such a distinction was unheard of in earlier
Church eras. See Michel de . loan, The Myst . Table, vol. 1: The Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries, trans. Michael B. Smith (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1992); Hans Urs von Balthasar, ”The Fathers, the Scholastics, and Ourselves,” Com»
munio 24 (Summer 1997) 347496.
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verses are a translation of a hymn written by "lhomas Aquinas. There are
also echoes of Garcilaso, St. John of the Cross, and Lope. . . . The auto
converts Ovid’s iable into an allegory of the passion of Christ and the
institution of the Eucharist."
While in an essay this brief one cannot enter into the complexities of
the plots of both the allegorical drama and its [0a, through my theologi-
cal analysis of the work I hope to lift key moments in both. There are
two themes I examine. I begin with the relationship between natural
and revealed religion, as seen in both the [on and main drama, which
shed light upon Sor Juana’s position on indigenous peoples. Second, I
consider the anthropological implications of this text, seen primarily in
the auto.
Christian theology distinguishes between natural and revealed
religion. Natural religions are those that contain knowledge of God
and have practices without supernatural elements; in other words, reli~
gion without revelation. 0n the other hand, revealed religion contains
the revelation of God. In El Diving Narciso and its Ina, Sor Juana gives
her perspective on the discussion of the relationship between natural
and revealed religions in the Americas. ller dramatic representation
argues that there are prerChristiun elements in indigenous religions.
The four main characters of the loa are Occident and America, who
are indigenous, and Zeal and Religion, who are Spanish. Zeal is Me
tempting to convert the indigenous with the military arm of violence,
while Religion is opting for a more intellectual approach. A first tier of
Sor Juana’s analysis is given with a sacramental comparison of indige-
nous and Christian religions. Sor Juana highlights parallels between
human sacrifice and Christ as the sacrificial lamb (lines 29‘36), an in«
digenous precursor to the rite of confession (lines 59-70), and baptism
(lines 384—7).”UThrough her establishment of similarities between the
two religions, Sor Juana enters into murky waters. One must ask that if
the rituals somehow prefigure Christianity, then do the beliefs behind
these religious practices do so as well?
Yolanda Martinez-San Miguel has noted that the [on is a space where
the indigenous are given a voice. In an interesting twist on its catechelical
‘° [’32, SW Maria, 351.
‘tl All citations for El Divino Norriso are from volume, ‘3 oi Sor Juand’s Ohms Come
plains.1 will be citing; passages by line numbers solely, in order to facilitate reterenc—
ing in case one has a different edition. 801' Juana lnes de la Cruz, Autos 1/ Loos, vol. 3
of Ohms Complems, edited, prologue, and notes by Alfonso Ménde l’lancarte
(Mexico: Institute Mexiquense de Cultura; Fondo de Culture Economina, 1995). For
a complete English translation of El Divine Nurriso, see S'or Juana lnés de la Cruz,
The Divine Narcisr ls/El Divino Narciso, ed. and trans, Patricia Peters and Renée
Domeier. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998),
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or Lerygmatic purposes, by giving, the indigenous a voice in a narrative
of the Conquest, the [on ends up ”evangelizing” the people of Madrid
(for whom the play was performed) about indigenous practices?1
Pamela Kirk also highlights this theme. The internal plot of the lore re-
volves around the instruction of the indigenous concerning Catholic
doctrine. However, the 10a in fact is a means of demonstrating to the
Spanish audience the dignity and complexity of indigenous peoples,
their history and customs52
This theme is carried into the main drama (or auto, to use the term
from Spanish literary studies). From its inception the relationship be-
tween natural and revealed religions is affirmed, Through the sibling
relationship between Synagogue and Gentile, two sisters who open the
play, Sor Juana expounds a View where natural and revealed religions
are seen as holding a familial tie. With parallel structures, the 1011pro-
poses the mythology of the, indigenous world as a Christian resource,
while the auto proposes (acceptable) Greek mythology. "Pero al
restablecer el paralelismo entre la estructura de la loa y el auto sacra-
mental, parect’a que Sor Juana intenta equipar el mundo de creencias
indoamericanas a la mitoiogia griega como fuente tidedigna para
obtener un conocimiento verdadero sobre la religion cristiana metro-
politana.”83
Sor Juana’s notion that God inspires nonuChristians with aspects of
the Christian faith is found in the Church Fathers. As Sor Juana scholar
Mauricio Beuchot highlights, Clement of Alexandria held that the Holy
Spirit inspired such “pagan” authors as Plato and Aristotle.“ This is
therefore not an idea that is foreign to Christian theology, What is novel
is Sor Juana’s inclusion of indigenous American religions. As Margo(Elana notes: “Su gran noveclad reside no en el uso de la analogia que
rclaciona a1 cristianismo con otras religionos, simil sisternatico y Casi
canonico de Calderon; reside en el hecho insolito de agregar a la reli-
gion prehisp'anica como otro antecedente.”55 To draw parallels between
natural and revealed religions is not new to Christian thought; to in-
clude the indigenous of the Americas in this paradigm is.
3‘ Yolanda Martinez-Sun Miguel, Saliwvs Americunus: Subalicmidizd y 4715);»
muluxi’am 105 «swims dc? Sm Juana (Pittsburgh: Instituto lnternacional de Literatura
lberoamericana, 1999) 18].
‘3 Kirk, Sm Juana, SO.
”Martinez-San Miguel, Hatteras Americanos, 182,
“ Mauricio Beuchot, “L03 autos de Sor Juana: Tree lugaros teologicos,” Stir juamz
y su Mundo. (17m Mz’mda Actual, ed, Sara l’oot l-lerrera (Mexico: Universidad del
Claustro de Sor Juana, 1995) 361.
i" Margo Chintz, Sm Juana lmf's dc la Cruz: (I’Iaxiugmun Allhibiogiqu’a?(Mexico:
Editorial (Sriialbo, l955) 152i
a
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The story proper of El Divine Narciso begins with Echo in love with
Narcissus, following him around the forest. Yet it is an impure love, full
of self-gratification and selfishness Jealous of any other potentiallovers for Narcissus, her goal is to prevent an encounter oi Narcissus
and Human Nature, Echo, accompanied by Sell-love and Pride, is con-
vinced that if Narcissus sees an unsullied image of humanity, he willfall in love with her, This would lead to him saving humanity in the
play, salvation is defined as Narcissus seeing his Beauty in Human
Nature, and consequently falling in love with her. This in turn would
lead to his Passion, Death, and Resurrection.
Echo’s intention is to muddy all the waters where Narcissus ”“lts
his image in order to prevent him from seeing Human Nature in his rev
ection. Human nature is in its fallen state, yet retains its resemblance
to the Divine. The image 1161'continues to exist within us, though it is
sullied by our self-love and arrogance. Echo, as a character operating
with these motivations, can be seen as representative of those impulses
within humanity that cloud our image dell As an “unholy” trinity, Echo,Pride, and Self-love are in polar opposition to the imago def in human-
ity. I find that Sor Juana's vision of the imagu tlci' can be constructed in
contrast to Echo and her cohorts. Unlike a humanity that is accompa
nied by Grace, Echo is accompanied by those egocentric impulses that
cloud our openness to God and to each other. Sor Juana is thus propos-ing a relational understanding of our imugodci, ll Narcissus looks in the
water and sees the reection of Human Nature within it, he will fall in
love with his companion, his likeness, '] is not an option for Echo,
whose companions stand out against Human Nature.
There are two operative theological themes that are significant tolift at this juncture, for they underlie the entirety ot the play. Mauricio
Beuchot, in his theological analysis of Sor Juana’s three aurosAsacrtzmen-
tales, highlights one of these themes: Sor Juana’s engagement in the
perennial discussion surrounding the One and the Many?“ Beuchot
notes that in transforming the myth of Narci. ‘ into an account of the
incarnation and the Eucharist, Sor Juana enters into this Scholastic de‘
bate” The Narcissus of mythology falls in love with himself as an indi-
vidual, The new Narcissus, as the Son of God, falls in love with himself
as a member of the human race and, consequently, falls in love with
humanity, It is through the encounter with the individual character of
Human Nature that Narcissus fails in love with humanity in its enA
tirety.
“Beuchot, “los autos de Sor Juana.”
lbid., 362-»3.
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The, second theme significant to highlight is the role of theological
aestheti , n Sor Juana’s play. As the embodiment of divine Beauty,
Narcissus [S Beauty, not a mere reection of Beauty. In a similar vein, as
created in the image 01 God, Human Nature also embodies this Beauty.
Echo’s fear that Narcissus will see Beauty in the face of an unsullied
l luman Nature, a tear that is realized in the play, is based on the Beauty
of humanity. lwlumanity’s Beauty, however, is only complete with the
grace of God, it is only with the gift of God’s grace that humanity’s
Beauty fully comes torth,
Grace shows Human Nature a spring unclouded by Echo, a foun-
tain that is pure and clean. This fountain is representative of the Virgin
Mary. Human Nature and Grace hide and await Narcissus. Grace tells
Human Nature to make sure her face is seen in the water so that
Narcissus will see himself in her and tall in love. He approaches the
fountain and within it sees his reflection in the water, ”Narciss ees
Nature and Grace together, or, better, he sees Nature through Grace, as
their reflected images now form only one beauty in the Virgin Mary. "1‘“
Narcissus falls in love with his image, Human Nature purified in the
Divine Spring with the help of Grace, In other words, it is in recogniz-
ing that his Beauty is shared with humanity that the incarnation occurs.
Sor Juana buses her christology, and consequently anthropology, on
this theme, Our image def is Beauty. We share in divine hernzosum.
Various authors have commented on the role of Mary as the [oun-
tain in the play, As Marie Cecile Bén y-Berling notes, “Si l’on veut
faire le bilan, on trouvo done un triple allegoric: la fontaine représente
21la fois la passion, le bapteme et l’lmmaculée Conception et in liaison
entre les trios ne pas arbitmire,”"‘* As Benassvaerling highlights, there
is a three-fold understanding of the fountain. On one level, it is where
Christ’s Passion occurs. The fountain is thus the location of Christ’s re-
demptive death, On another level, there is the theme of baptism. Before
the Eucharist appears in the, play, Human Nature must be baptized in
the waters of the fountain. As Grace sings, “30h, siempre cristalina,
clam y ilorniosa Fuente: tente, tente; reparen mi riiina tus ondas
presurosas” (lines 117347). 'l‘his description of the fountain highlights
a parallel with the Roman Catholic sacrament oi baptism as removing
humanity’s original sin. The fountain must repair the ruin of humanity,
The last level of symbolism is an understanding of the fountain as
the Virgin Mary. The fountain is described as the pure, immaculate,
and sacred. "30h, Fuente divinn, oh l’ozo de las vivificas aguas, pues
desde el primer instante estuviste preservada de la original ponzona,
* lamrd, jzumu lilllti Lll‘ la Cruz, 125,
NMarie Cecile Bénassy Hurling, Humanism N Kyligion rlwz Snr [mum lriés do (a
(nu, La l‘rmmz: c! In (,Tzilnw Au XVIIU swag (Paris: Editions l-lispaniques, 1982) 4102,
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cle la trascendentnl indncha, que inteste los demas Rios: vuelve tu la ink
agen Clara de la beldad de Narciso, quo en ti solo 3e retrain con perteo
cion Su belleza, sin borron su semejanza!” (lines “3748) This passage
refers to the fountain as the immaculately Conceived Marv, Unlike the
rest of humanity, she is without sin, One could ask, at this juncture, if
there is an intentional relationship between the three interpretations of
the fountain and their theolog' al weight. As Bénassy'Berling stated
above, this is not an arbitrary association. instead, it it» an intentional
emphasis on the feminine as a locus lor redemptive action. This con.
tention directly refutes the operating construction of womanhood
operating in Sor Juana’s philosophical and theological world.
Humanity’s corruption by sin, and its ability to recover its original
imago def, is a theme of high importance for the Scholastics. The ClUQS~
tion of nature and grace was a locus 0.” much debate between Domini»
cans and Jesuits. Stir Juana opts for the answer given by Church
tradition: that only through the grace «it God can humanity be saved.
Human efforts cannot help. This . a very Thomistic understanding of
humanity. Aquinas held that it is only through grace that nature is per‘
fected. Grace does not destroy nature, however. In a sense grace brings
nature to its fullest realization. The cha meter of Human Nature, as a
female figure, clearly transgresses Augustinian and ’l'homistic under.
standings as the feminine as secondary to creation, l find it extremely
significant that Narcissus falls in love with cl female character, timing
the development of the imago 1121'in Scholastic theology, Kari Elisabeth
Borreson has noted that for the most part there existed a spiritual
gender neutrality, though because of his ”exemplary“ sex, man was
especially (30d like.“ Sor Juana, therefore, subverts this paradigm with a
female gendered Human Nature,
Concluding Comments
In a recent essay on theopoetics, Roberto (50‘ now writes, “A theol-
ogy that truly reects and express 5 ‘the l’iispanic mind‘ will do so not
only in content but also in form/"‘5 Before we can answer the question
”What it means to be human“ from a Latina perspective, we must enter
into a “work ” where Latina’s theological and philosophical contribu-
tions are articulated. As a way of offering some concluding comments,
h‘ Kari Elisabeth Barreson, “God’s image: ls Woman iii ‘luiicd? Medieval Inter!
pretation of (Sen. l,27 and 'or. 11,7," Thy Image uftiod
“
Hijt’l' Models in lad/1m
Christian Tradition, ed. Kari lisabizth Borreson (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995}
2i0'35.
"l Roberto 5. (Zolzueta, ”LS Hispanic l’opulor Catholicism as 'l‘heopoei’ics,”
Hispanic/Latino Theology,26‘).
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synthesis, and a direction for future scholarship, ] offer three areas that
I find to emerge from the thought of these thinkers: mestizafe/mulutez-
plurality-difference, a relational, ”world" traveling way of being,
and theological aesthetics. These three, themes represent fruitful ex-
ploratory points as we move toward a Latina anthropology in system»
atic theology.
Isasi—Diaz has clearly highlighted the importance of mrstizaje/mulatez
in mujci‘isia theology. Sor Juana here contributes with her historical de-
fense of the rights of indigenous peoples. She refuses to negate their
humanity. Lugones, in discussing her dis‘unified self existing in various
worlds, has also demonstrated that for Latino/as, Western traditional
subjectivity is a foreign and false construction. The plurality of the self is
a reality for all peoples, not solely Hispanics. However, for Latino / as as
mestiza/mulalo peoples, this is more organic and obvious to our under-
standing of who we are, In broadening this understanding of self-hood
to other peoples, however, mestizajc/nmltztirzbecomes a limited category.
I still hold that it is a very significant contribution that must remain at
the forefront of Latino/ a scholarship. I also hold that it represents a vital
contribution that Latina / o scholarship can make in this age of (realized)
plurality. Nonetheless, I feel we must recognize that the words entail
either the mixture of the Spanish and Indian or the African and Indian as
a result of la Crmquista. While we now discuss another level of mestz'zuje
with North America, at times I feel that in using the same term, the
North American gets lost or downplayed. Too often, Latino/ a culture is
placed in opposition to North American dominant sociew. This antago-
nistic paradigm does not allow us to fully examine the influence and
existence of North American society within Latino / a contexts. Eduardo
Fernandez has recently reminded latino/ a theologians of the need to
give serious attention to Latino/a youth.“ Part of this project must be
recognizing that Latino/a youth are being born here in the United
States, Also in need of study is the complexity of the relationships with
the United States by the various Latino/a nationalities The Cuban exile
community/s extremely pro-United States rhetoric surrounding the
Elian Gonzalez case is a striking example of a Latino/a community that
does not necessarily see itself in a hostile relationship with the domi-
nant culture. The United States was portrayed as a land of freedom and
opportunity, not a land that marginalizes Latino/ a (or at least Cuban
and Cuban American) peoples. As a United States«bom Latina, I often
feel "lost” in mcsiizrzja/mulatez,for I feel it negatet or somehow demo-
nizes my being born and educated in the United States. I also fear the
uid nature of Latina/o identity has become static in these terms.
‘1 Fernandez, In Cosvclziz, lé.
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An alternative and philosophically grounded concept may be the
use of the term ”worlds,” as Lugones proposes. Appealing to the thought
of Daisy Machado, I would also propose the concept of nrptmtla as a
category for understanding plurality I find iicpzmtlu an appealing, dc-
scription for plurality because it implies plurality without limiting the
origin of that plurality, As Orlando 0. lispin highlights in a recent
essay, iiepantla is a relational term. ”If we could try an English equiva-
lent, it would be something like: ‘there where abundant dialogue
occurs/ or ’there where relationships happen,’ or ’thore where we are
both-and.”’°" Nepnntla is a distinctly Latina/o contribution emerging
from our non-European origins.M The importance of retrieving and em-
bracing the non-European elements of our history and culture is clearly
highlighted in Aquino‘s scholarship. While izrprmtla emerges from a
Latina/o context, it is not exclusive to describing Latina /o realities.
T he relational dimension of nepmitla leads us to the second direc-
tion I see as fruitful for the articulation of a Latina theological an-
thropology, the emphasis on relationship accentuated in the work of all
those examined in this essay. One example is Sor luana’s understand—
ing of the image dei as relational. “World” traveling is an especially
helpful way of envisioning this.
I‘hrough travelling to other people’s “worlds" we discover that there are
“worlds” in which those who are victims oi arrogant perception are
really subjects, lively beings, resistors, constructors of visions even
though in the mainstream construction they are animated only by the
arrogant perceiver and are pliable, foldahle, file—awayatvle,classifiable.“
“3 Orlando 0. Espin, ”Immigrat' ' n, Territory, and Globalization: ’I‘heological
Reflections," journal (y'Hispmiic/Luiino Theology7:3 (February 2000) 56.
”4 Non~indigenous sources first document the term ncpaiiila in the mid'
sixteenth Century by Spanish missionaries. Fray Diego Dur wri ' “Once I ques—
tioned an Indian regarding certain things. In particular I asked him why he had
gone about begging, spending bad nights and worse clays, and why, after having
gathered so much money with such trouble, he offered a fiesta, invited the entire
town, and spent everything. Thus I reprehended him for the loolish thing he had
done, and he answered, ‘Father, do not he astonished; we are still nepantla.” ln D.
Duran, Bonk offlineGods and Rites and the Ancient Calendar, trans. and ed. Fernando
I’lorcasitas and Doris Heyden (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1971)
41041. Also see I. Jorge Klor de Alva, “Spiritual Conflict and Accommodation in
New Spain: Toward a Typology of Aztec Responses to (h stianity," The [ma and
Aztec States 1400-1800: Anthumology and History, ed. Geoi e A. Collier, Renato l.
Rosaldo, and lohn D. Wirth (New York: Academic Press, 1982) 353-5. I would like to
thank Rudy Busto for these references.
‘5 Lugones, ”l’layt'ulness,” 402. Here Lugones is using the work of Marilyn Frye
and what she names as “loving,yperception" (relational, subject-subject dynamic,
analogy of friendship) and ”arrogant perception” (obler fying, controlling, patriar
chal) for ways of relating to others. *0, Marilyn Frye, Tlnr Politics of Reality: LSStIl/iin
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Until we risk the comfortable privilege of our familiar contexts and
travel each other’s “worlds,” we will never truly see ourselves as sub-
ier'ts. it is lso through this traveling that the ”other” becomes less
"other” and we begin to understand our anthropology as relational.
Understanding ourselves as plural will also help us to see our connec-
tion to others. If we realize the many worlds we inhabit we will also see
that we share much more with others that when we think of ourselves
as a unified, simple, uncomplicated so .
The last theme I would like to highlight is theological aesthetics.
This is a growing area ot Hispanic/lutino theology, found in the works
of Roberto S. Goizueta, Alejandro Garcia-Rivera, and Peter Casarella.
However, u substantial latina voice has yet to enter in this arena. The
work of Sor Juana lnés de la Cruz is such a voice. While scholarship,
especially in the works of George lavard and Pamela Kirk, have made
steps to introduce Sor Juan into systematic theology, they have yet to
engage her work specifically in the field of Latino/a and Latin Ameri-
can theology, Sor Juana scholarship not only offers a Latina conversao
tion partner within the area of theological aesthetics, but also,
consonant with Latina theological method, the uircovery of a vital
theological resource. In other words, the historical recovery of Sor
Juana’s voice can be seen as an enactment of the above‘discussed
hermeneutical method of Latina theology. This is a vital move for con»
temporary Latinas, whose intellectual foremothers have been system-
atically marginalized and excluded from history,
Also important to highlight is that through the work of Sor Juana’s
aesthetics, one can engage the, more "traditional” Western European
theological categories. While I feel it is necessary to name one’s loca-
tion, context, and their particularities, l also hold it essential to engage
the more mainstream theological conversation. lt' Latina theology does
not critically enter into these arenas, we render ourselves invisible to a
larger discussion. This is perhaps a characteristic of the upcoming
wave (in which 1 include myself) of Latina/o scholars. While not re-
ducing the work of Aquino and lsasi‘Diaz to solely this dimension,
they both have substantially lifted the voices and plights of l,,atinas and
Latina Americanas. Building on their work, Latina theologians must
now move to the areas of fundamental and historical theology. Sur
Juana scholarship not only gives us entry into this conversation, she
demonstrates that such work is indigenous to Latin American and
Latino / a theology. Not only that, the very form of her work challenges
contemporary theological method. Sor Juana did not write a summa or
Feminist ivory (New York: Crossing Press, 1983}. Also 3. > ‘ ‘iallie McFaguc, Super,
Natural finish} 8: [low Wz' Should Low: Nature (Minneapol (ii-tress Press, 1997),
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a systematic theology, but instead poetry and plays. She forces us today
to examine the structure of our theologies and ask ourselves: does their
form mirror their content?
Hans Urs von Balthasar, in his monumental theological aesthetics,
labels the third volume of his work Lay Styles. While including clerics
in this volume, he characterizes lay theologians as those who have been
marginalized from mainstream theology. For him, a lay theologian is
”someone who feels misunderstood and shunted aside from the central
concerns of the Church precisely because of this concern for beauty,”""’
Coupled with her marginalized voice as a woman and as a Mexican
irriolla, it is no wonder the theological voice of Sor Juana has been
“covered” substantially. She has been covered yet not forgotten. in ad-
dition, Sor Juana studies opens up the field of literature for systematic
theologians. As Luis N. Ri\/era«l’agén has recently noted, “The Latin
American existential drama, in all its manifold complexities, has ex.
pressed itself fundamentally, and in a iiiagniiicent way, in our litera
ture, especially our novels, not in philosophical treatises.” The use of
literature taps into the, theological imagination of Latino/a peoples. A
Latina theology must claim her as a resource, especially one concerned
with theological aesthetics.
A theological anthropology that emerges from the context of Lati-
nas offers an exciting and signicant voice for modern—day polycentric
C ianity. As a people who have historically struggled with and re—
joiced in their plurality, US. Latina / os offer a historical understanding
of how to understand and live with it. In these concluding comments
I have highlighted three areas for future study. The first two, with their
emphasis on a relational understanding of the self who is diverse and
multi—faceied, speak to the philosophical and theological framework in
which we must speak of the human. The last, theological aesthetics,
calls for a methodological shift of both the sources and norms of theoi‘
ogy. These three areas of study are not reduced to Latino/ a theological
production, for they offer a pivotal contribution to broader theological
conversations.
M’l‘lans Urs von Balthasar, ’l‘lie (Zion-yif (he: lord: A Tlmilnciiull .«lasili
Stiillit’ 'n TheologicalSly Cl/rmzl Styles, a translation oi Hm km.
clir lellielik, ll: Fa’ilieriler . tile, 1 Klrrrilule Style, ed. John Riches, trans,
Francis McDonagh, and Brian McNeil (San Franc lgnauus Press, 19. 'i lo
"“ Luis N. Rivera-Pagan, ”'l‘heology and Literature in Latin America,” looms} of
llispmiir/Iiitino 'l’lienlogy7:4 (May 2000} W.
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Rasmmrn: N 14mm lrzunmrmiad: Haciu mm untropologz’utmlégim latimz
Ema punencia hate e1 recum’mimivnto de los recursos corrientcs y
histéricos molbgicns y fikysécus que informan el desarmllo de la
ammpologiu leoldgica Latina. Entablo en conversacién con tres
fuentes. Primcm examino las aporlaciones a la antmpologia teolégicade 105 escritos de temogas Latinas. Segundo, la estructura filoséfica
viene dc Ins escritos de la filosufa feminism Maria Lugones, nacida en
Argentina De inturés especial cs 01 trabajo de Lugones sobre la subje-
tividad, La mntribucién histbrica de 103 escritos teolégicos d0 Sor
Juana Inés de la Cruz presehta um vuz imprescindibie culturalmente
indigona para Latino/as y Lammmerieanos en 105 esludios teoldgicos
y 011 s disciplin E1 ensayu termina con el msumen de temas que me
parecen paulas fructiferas para la tealogia Latina, qua incluye 1a es~
tética teomgim, 1a teologia histbrica, y la cuestién de la subjotividad,
Do este esmdio surge mm Visién deI humano coma relacional,
plural (en el semido dc rechazur la idea del sujcto unido, singular), y en
comunidad. La imago Dei de la humanidad C(msiste en la participacién
en la Hermosuta de Dios y la comunidad de la creacic’m de Dios Dc 105
escritos do, Latinas surge cl sujeto constituido por la intensubjetividad.
La antmpohgia toobgica qua surge dc! umtcxto de Latinas ()frece una
voy significativa para In teologia 019 My Mediame um visién fundada
en sus escrituras y historids, Latinas ofrecen un modelo antmpolégico
alternativo, uno qua lmbla mas alld do! contexlo particular a la audien-
cia Cristiana mé, granule, Adcmés, a1 ()cuparse de este locus tradiciunal
de la tealogl’a sistcmétim, Latinas entran en una conversacién mas
ancha
